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SUMMARY

Seismic tomography allows us to image the interior of the Earth. In general, to determine the

nature of seismic anomalies, constraints on more than one seismic parameter are required, for

example both the shear-wave velocity vs and the compressional-wave velocity vp. However, to

jointly interpret tomographic models of variations in vs and vp (dlnvs and dlnvp, respectively)

or their ratio R, it is essential for them to share the same local resolution. Most existing models

do not provide resolution information, and thus cannot guarantee to honour this condition. In

addition, uncertainties are typically not provided, making it difficult to robustly interpret the

ratio R = dlnvs/dlnvp. To overcome these issues, we utilise the recently developed SOLA

tomographic method, a variant of the linear Backus–Gilbert inversion scheme. SOLA retrieves

local-average model estimates, together with information on their uncertainties, whilst it also

provides direct control on model resolution through target kernels. In this contribution, we ap-

ply SOLA to normal-mode data with sensitivity to both vs and vp, as well as density throughout
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the mantle. Specifically, we aim to develop models of both vs and vp with the same local res-

olution. We test our methodology and approach using synthetic tests for various noise cases

(random noise, data noise or also additional 3D noise due to variations in other physical pa-

rameters than the one of interest). We find that the addition of the 3D noise increases the

uncertainties in our model estimates significantly, only allowing us to find model estimates in

six or four layers for vs and vp, respectively. While the synthetic tests indicate that no satisfy-

ing density models can be obtained, we easily manage to construct models of dlnvs and dlnvp

with almost identical resolution, from which the ratio R can be robustly inferred. The obtained

values of R in our synthetic experiments significantly depend on the noise case considered and

the method used to calculate it, with the addition of 3D noise always leading to an overestimate

of R. When applying our approach to real data, we obtain values of R in the range of 2.5–4.0

in the lowest 600 km of the mantle, which are consistent with previous studies. Our model es-

timates with related resolving kernels and uncertainties can be used to test geodynamic model

predictions to provide further insights into the temperature and composition of the mantle.

Key words: Free Oscillations; Seismic tomography; Composition and structure of the mantle;

Uncertainties

1 INTRODUCTION1

Seismic tomography is our most powerful tool for imaging the Earth’s deep interior. However, the2

development of a tomography model is complicated by several factors that affect how robust the3

solution of the inverse problem is, such as the non-uniqueness of the solution (e.g. Nolet 2008), the4

heterogeneous data coverage (e.g. Zaroli et al. 2017), the chosen model parameterisation (Trampert5

& Snieder 1996), the noise in the data (e.g. Rawlinson et al. 2014). Given all these complications,6

a careful analysis of model resolution and covariance is fundamental to robustly interpret seismic7

images (e.g. Trampert 1998). Nonetheless, most global-scale tomographic models do not provide8

such uncertainty information, and the model robustness is not analyzed exhaustively (Rawlinson9

& Spakman 2016).10

In the lowermost mantle in particular, the above issues concerning the robustness of tomogra-11

phy models prevent us from drawing conclusions about the nature of the observed seismic struc-12
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tures. Dozens of global tomography models exist, which consistently image two large antipodal13

regions of low seismic velocities (Large Low Velocity Provinces, LLVPs for short) underneath14

Africa and the Pacific. These have primarily been observed in shear-wave velocity (vs) models15

(Lekić et al. 2012; Cottaar & Lekic 2016), but more recently also in compressional-wave velocity16

(vp) models (Lekić et al. 2012; Koelemeijer et al. 2016; Garnero et al. 2016; Koelemeijer 2021),17

although the small-scale details and amplitudes do vary between models. Despite this consistent18

imaging of the LLVPs (at least on longer wavelengths), there are still several outstanding questions.19

In particular, the amount and distribution of chemically distinct material in the LLVPs remains de-20

bated, which influences their mobility and evolution as well as the planform of mantle convection21

through time (e.g. Garnero et al. 2016; McNamara & Zhong 2005; Davies et al. 2015; McNamara22

2019).23

In order to constrain the origin of the low seismic velocities of the LLVPs, it is important24

to consider multiple elastic parameters and to robustly determine the relative amplitudes of their25

anomalies. Commonly, the ratio R between perturbations in vs (dlnvs) and vp (dlnvp) is considered26

in studies of the lowermost mantle. Mineral physics experiments indicate that the ratio R in the27

LLVPs should be up to 2.5 if the low velocities are only due to thermal variations (Karato 1993;28

Karato & Karki 2001). Values greater than 2.5 imply the presence of either chemical heterogeneity29

(e.g. Su & Dziewonski 1997; Masters et al. 2000a) or the phase transition from bridgmanite to post30

perovskite (e.g. Oganov & Ono 2004; Koelemeijer et al. 2018). Robust information on R thus helps31

to distinguish between different physical interpretations of seismic anomalies.32

In order to interpret a pair of vs and vp tomography models jointly, it is vital for them to have33

the same local resolution (Tesoniero et al. 2016). This can be problematic as traditional tomo-34

graphic approaches do not allow a direct control on the model resolution, which thus prevents35

one to develop dlnvs and dlnvp models with identical local resolution. Moreover, the uncertainties36

associated with the perturbations, and therefore with the ratio R, are often not computed. Despite37

these issues, many studies have focused on obtaining and interpreting the ratio of seismic veloci-38

ties (e.g. Su & Dziewonski 1997; Ishii & Tromp 1999; Masters et al. 2000a; Romanowicz 2001;39

Della Mora et al. 2011; Koelemeijer et al. 2016). These studies typically find ratios close to 1–1.540
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in the upper mantle, and an increase in the ratio up to values larger than 2.5 in the lower mantle,41

an observation that has often been interpreted to imply chemical heterogeneity. However, without42

information on the vs and vp model resolution, it is difficult to assess whether the computed ratios,43

and hence their interpretation are robust.44

In this study, we aim to solve these issues by developing mantle tomography models that are45

accompanied by uncertainty and resolution information. We strive to have the same resolution for46

vs and vp, so that their perturbations can be jointly interpreted in a robust way. To solve the inverse47

problem, we shall use the Subtractive Optimally Localized Averages (SOLA) method (Pijpers48

& Thompson 1992, 1994), a slight variant of the linear Backus-Gilbert (B–G) inversion scheme49

(Backus & Gilbert 1967, 1968, 1970). The SOLA method has been introduced and adapted to50

solve (large-scale) tomographic problems by Zaroli (2016, 2019). Contrary to the original B–G51

approach, SOLA allows for a direct control on the model resolution, which allows us to build52

dlnvs and dlnvp models with the same pre-specified resolution. This control on resolution and53

the availability of model uncertainties make it possible to analyse the robustness of dlnvs and54

dlnvp model estimates and to analyse to what extent we can interpret estimates of R. We apply the55

SOLA tomographic method to observations of normal mode splitting, thus focusing on the long56

wavelength structure of the mantle. The use of normal mode data has several advantages: they57

are directly sensitive to both shear- and compressional-wave velocities as well as density, they are58

sensitive to different depths spanning the whole mantle, and they provide a global data coverage.59

This manuscript is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly summarise some important60

aspects of normal modes and introduce splitting function measurements. In Section 3 we present61

theoretical aspects of the SOLA method and discuss how we apply this to the normal mode data.62

In particular, we discuss methodological aspects such as the model parameterisation, inversion63

strategy and crustal corrections. Throughout Section 4 we detail the set-up and procedure for64

synthetic tests and present the corresponding results. We show the ability of normal modes to65

recover the input structure of an existing tomographic model, in terms of shear- and compressional-66

wave velocity perturbations. We also discuss the influence of different noise levels and the recovery67

of density anomalies in synthetic tests. Then, in Section 5 we perform inversions of observed68
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splitting functions for vs and vp perturbations, also computing and discussing their ratio R. Finally,69

the discussion in Section 6 covers different topics such as the importance of estimating the noise70

accurately, the advantages and limitations of our approach and implications for both existing and71

future normal mode studies.72

2 NORMAL MODES73

Seismic recordings of normal modes (spectra) can be directly inverted for Earth structure (one-74

step inversion) or in two separate steps with splitting functions obtained as an intermediate step75

(two-steps inversion) (e.g. Li et al. 1991). The one-step inversion is non-linear and requires large76

amounts of computation time, which consequently only few studies have used (e.g. Li et al. 1991;77

Durek & Romanowicz 1999; Kuo & Romanowicz 2002). Instead, splitting functions are linearly78

related to 3D Earth structure and once a database of splitting functions is developed, it can be79

utilised repeatedly (Ishii & Tromp 1999; Mosca et al. 2012; Koelemeijer et al. 2016; Moulik &80

Ekström 2016, e.g.). While the use of splitting functions for studies of density has been questioned81

(Al-Attar et al. 2012; Akbarashrafi et al. 2017, e.g.), velocity models developed with the one-step82

or two-step inversion method are consistent with one another (Jagt & Deuss 2021). Here, we make83

use of splitting functions for our inverse problem, as SOLA is only applicable to linear problems.84

2.1 Normal mode theory85

Free oscillations or normal modes of the Earth arise after large earthquakes (typically with moment86

magnitude Mw > 7.4), when the Earth resonates like a bell. Due to the finite size of the Earth,87

only discrete resonance frequencies are permitted. Two different types of normal modes exist: (i)88

spheroidal modes, which involve vertical and horizontal motion, and (ii) toroidal modes, which89

involve horizontal motions only. Spheroidal mode multiplets nSl and toroidal mode multiplets nTl90

are characterised by their radial order n and angular order l. Each multiplet consists of 2l + 191

singlets with azimuthal order m.92

For a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, perfectly elastic and isotropic (SNREI) Earth model,93

all 2l + 1 singlets of a given mode are degenerate, i.e. have the same frequency. Earth’s rotation,94
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ellipticity and aspherical structure – including topography on internal boundaries and lateral varia-95

tions in isotropic and anisotropic structure – remove this degeneracy, resulting in so-called splitting96

of the multiplet. In the real Earth, normal modes may also exchange energy (“coupling”), but the97

“self-coupling” approximation (which consider multiplets in isolation) is commonly used in to-98

mographic applications.99

The splitting of a given mode is conveniently described by splitting function coefficients, intro-

duced by Woodhouse et al. (1986). Using perturbation theory, these coefficients, denoted as cst , are

linearly related to the perturbations of the reference Earth model in shear-wave velocity (dlnvs),

compressional-wave velocity (dlnvp), density (dlnρ) and topography on internal boundaries (dlnh)

as follows:

cst =

∫ a

0

[dlnvs(r)stK
s
s(r) + dlnvp(r)stK

p
s (r) + dlnρ(r)stK

ρ
s (r)] dr +

∑
d

dlnhd
stH

d
s (1)

where s and t indicate the spherical harmonic degree s and order t describing lateral heterogeneity100

in the Earth. Ks
s(r), K

p
s (r), K

ρ
s (r) and Hd

s are the sensitivity kernels at degree s associated with101

the perturbations in vs, vp, density and topography of discontinuities, computed here using the 1D102

PREM model (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). We focus here only on volumetric heterogeneity,103

thus neglecting the interface topography effects with the exception of the crust (see Section 3.5).104

[Fig. 1 about here.]105

Fig. 1 shows examples of sensitivity kernels at degree 2 for a few spheroidal modes. Since the106

sensitivity to vs and ρ depends on the harmonic degree, sensitivity kernels at degrees 2, 4, 6 and107

8 are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. While some normal modes have targeted sensitivity to the108

shallow mantle (e.g. fundamental modes with n = 0 and high angular order l, Fig. 1a) or lowermost109

mantle (e.g. Stoneley modes, Fig. 1b), others have very oscillatory sensitivity, particularly in the110

mid mantle. As SOLA constructs resolving kernels by combining data sensitivity kernels, we can111

thus expect that it will be challenging to resolve structures in the mid mantle. Nevertheless, the fact112

that modes are sensitive to different parameters at different depths makes them suitable to study113

structures across the whole mantle.114
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2.2 Splitting function measurements115

For the development of model SP12RTS, Koelemeijer et al. (2016) combined splitting function116

measurements that were obtained after 2011, including all vp sensitive modes of Deuss et al. (2013)117

and the Stoneley modes of Koelemeijer et al. (2013). All measurements were obtained from the118

non-linear, iterative, least-squares inversion of seismic spectra (Deuss et al. 2013), using data from119

93 earthquakes with Mw > 7.4 between 1976 and 2011. We use the same normal mode dataset120

as in model SP12RTS, given our main interest in both vs and vp perturbations and the focus on121

the lower mantle. However, we only use coefficients up to degree 8 as the number and quality of122

measurements above s = 8 drops significantly. Our dataset thus contains 143 spheroidal modes,123

with 5309 splitting function coefficients. We also exclude inner core sensitive modes, as in Koele-124

meijer et al. (2016), given our primary interest in mantle structure. Though some of the observed125

splitting functions were obtained using pair- or group-coupling, in this study we only consider the126

self-coupled parts of the splitting functions, limiting us to study even-degree heterogeneity only.127

Uncertainties - including data uncertainties - play a crucial role in SOLA inversions. To de-128

termine the measurement uncertainties of the splitting functions in our dataset, a bootstrap resam-129

pling technique was used, as described in Deuss et al. (2013). This consists of remeasuring the130

splitting coefficients leaving out entire events at random in each inversion. The maximum range131

of measurements was taken for each coefficient to obtain a conservative estimate of measurement132

uncertainty. However, this procedure only considers uncertainties in the measurements due to the133

earthquake sources and data noise, while additional “theoretical errors” are also present (Resovsky134

& Ritzwoller 1998). Particularly, the error due to the use of the self- and group-coupling approxi-135

mations can be considerable (Deuss & Woodhouse 2001; Al-Attar et al. 2012; Robson et al. 2022,136

e.g.) and it has been suggested that published measurement uncertainties should be multiplied by137

a factor of 2 to more accurately represent the true data uncertainties (Akbarashrafi et al. 2017).138
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3 METHODOLOGY139

3.1 The SOLA-Backus-Gilbert method140

The SOLA (Subtractive Optimally Localized Averages) method is an alternative formulation of141

the Backus–Gilbert (B–G) linear inversion scheme (Backus & Gilbert 1967, 1968, 1970), which142

retains all its advantages, but is more computationally efficient and versatile in the explicit con-143

struction of resolving kernels. The method was first developed for helio-seismic inversions by144

Pijpers & Thompson (1992, 1994) and introduced and adapted to seismic tomography by Zaroli145

(2016). For an exhaustive introduction to SOLA tomography, the reader is referred to Zaroli (2016)146

and Zaroli (2019) . Here, we only summarize the main points.147

Inverse methods like SOLA, which belong to the Backus–Gilbert approach, do not seek to

construct a particular model solution m̃, that is, to estimate infinitely many model parameters, but

instead to determine some optimally localized averages, m̂, over the ‘true’ model, m. This can be

written in a general form as

m̂ =

∫
R̂m (+ propagated noise) . (2)

The process of averaging, which is performed within a region represented by a resolving kernel R̂,148

removes the non-uniqueness of the solution without the introduction of regularisation constraints149

on the model. Therefore, it is possible to identify unique averages, even when the (infinitely many)150

parameters themselves are not uniquely defined (Menke 1989).151

While in the classic Backus–Gilbert formulation this resolving kernel R̂ is designed to be as

focused as possible, with SOLA we specify an a priori target form for R̂, through the definition

of a target (resolving) kernel T . The SOLA optimization problem then consists of seeking a local-

average estimate m̂ as a linear combination of the data, such that the resulting resolving kernel R̂

is the closest possible to its target kernel T . At the same time, SOLA moderates the uncertainty,

σm̂, related to the model estimate, which represents in a statistical sense the propagation of noise

into the model space. This can be summarised as follows:∫
(R̂− T )2 + η2 σ2

m̂ = min , (3)
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where η represents a trade-off parameter — the well-known trade-off between model resolution152

and model uncertainty (Backus & Gilbert 1970).153

Specifying a target averaging kernel for every region of interest (within the model space) means154

that we have direct control on the local model resolution. We thus introduce a priori information155

on the model resolution, which is significantly different from assuming a priori information on156

the model itself (e.g. by using damping or smoothness constraints). We can also control the level157

of model uncertainty by varying the trade-off parameter. Moreover, both the resolving and target158

kernels are normalised to unity (i.e.,
∫
R̂ =

∫
T = 1), so that we may obtain unbiased local159

averages with respect to the true model (e.g. Zaroli et al. 2017).160

In summary, SOLA provides a direct control and valuable information on the model resolu-161

tion and uncertainties, which are necessary to draw well-informed conclusions from tomographic162

images. The availability of both resolution and uncertainties (in addition to an ensemble of local-163

average model estimates) is a luxury that most other tomographic schemes do not provide (at least164

for large-scale problems, often due to the high computational costs). Finally, the key advantage165

of SOLA tomography for our study is that it allows us to build models of dlnvs and dlnvp with166

(almost) identical resolution.167

3.2 Model parameterisation and target kernels168

Vertically, the model is subdivided into 96 layers using the original PREM parameterisation (Dziewon-169

ski & Anderson 1981), with layer thickness varying from about 20 km at the surface to about 40170

km at the CMB. This fine layering allows us to capture the characteristics of the sensitivity kernels,171

and minimizes the error introduced with the discretisation. While this may appear very fine, it is172

important to note there is a clear distinction between the model parameterisation and the thickness173

of the target kernels and thus the vertical resolution of the model.174

Laterally, the model is parameterised into spherical harmonics up to degree 8, which gives a175

lateral resolution of about 5400 km at the surface and 2700 km at the CMB. The lateral parameter-176

isation in spherical harmonics allows us to perform purely 1D (depth) inversions considering one177
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spherical harmonic coefficient with degree s and order t at a time. The 3D model estimate and the178

associated uncertainties are then obtained by combining the results for different coefficients.179

With 1D (depth) inversions, we only have to define 1D target kernels. Following Masters et al.180

(2000b) and Masters & Gubbins (2003), we choose the target kernels to be in the shape of a boxcar.181

Alternatively, we could have assumed smooth functions such as splines, to mimic the sensitivity182

kernels of the modes. However, our choice of boxcars simplifies the interpretation of the local183

averages, which can now be interpreted as the mean of the model between two depths (assuming184

that the obtained resolving kernels also approximate a boxcar).185

Typically, when using body-wave or surface-wave data in 3D inversions, the size of the target186

kernels is guided by the heterogeneous data coverage and the local resolving length that could187

potentially be expected based on the ray density (e.g. Zaroli 2016, 2019; Latallerie et al. 2022).188

Since we perform 1D inversions using normal mode data, which provide global data coverage,189

we instead estimate the optimal thickness of the target kernels with synthetic tests, as explained190

further in Section 4.191

3.3 Resolution misfit192

To combine 1D model solutions at different spherical harmonic degree s and order t, it is vital

that they all have the same local resolution, i.e. the resolving kernels are the same. To achieve this,

we define the same target kernels for all degrees s, and we aim to obtain resolving kernels that fit

these target kernels equally well for every spherical harmonic degree s (the kernels do not depend

on order t). To quantify the similarity between target kernels and resolving kernels, we introduce

the concept of resolution misfit (RM), defined as:

RM =

∫
(R̂− T )2dr∫

T 2dr
. (4)

The smaller RM , the higher the fit between the resolving and target kernels. When building a 3D193

model, we want to ensure that RM is the same for the resolving kernels of all coefficients.194

The trade-off parameter η now plays a fundamental role as changes in η lead to different RM195

values. To build a 3D tomographic model, we first of all choose a value of RM that provides the196
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desired similarity between resolving and target kernels. Subsequently, we run a large number of197

inversions for each spherical harmonic degree while varying η until we obtain the desired value198

of RM. Fig. 2 presents an example of how this works in practice. We typically obtain similar, but199

different curves for different spherical harmonic degrees and thus select slightly different values200

of η for each degree to build the 3D tomographic model. Also note that RM values increase (worse201

resolution) for high η values while uncertainties decrease, in agreement with the expected trade-off202

between resolution and uncertainties.203

[Fig. 2 about here.]204

3.4 3D noise205

Normal modes are simultaneously sensitive to multiple physical parameters, as is evident from

Equation 1. Traditionally, this additional sensitivity is taken into account using scaling factors,

e.g. the sensitivity to vp and ρ are scaled and added to the sensitivity of vs when inverting for vs

(e.g. Ritsema et al. 1999, 2011; Moulik & Ekström 2014). We do not want to take this approach

since we do not want to assume any a priori information on the model parameters. Instead, we

follow an approach similar to the one introduced by Masters (1979) (see also Masters & Gubbins

2003), where the effect of perturbations that are not of interest is seen as additional noise. We

call this the “3D noise” (σ3D), as it arises from the 3D structure of the Earth. For example, when

inverting for perturbations in vs, we need to take the contributions from vp (Cvp) and density (Cρ)

variations into account in the noise according to:

σ3D,vs =
√

C2
vp + C2

ρ . (5)

Here, we estimate the 3D noise due to mantle structure by calculating splitting function pre-

dictions for 16 existing tomography models. A list of these models is given in Supplementary

Table S1. To evaluate the 3D noise due to a particular physical parameter, we compute the split-

ting function coefficients using only perturbations in that parameter present in the mantle, with all

other perturbations set to zero. For models that only constrain dlnvs, we use the same dlnvp−dlnvs

and dlnρ−dlnvs scaling relationships as used in the construction of the models, if these are known.
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If not specified, we use a scaling factor of 0.5 for dlnvp−dlnvs and 0.3 for dlnρ−dlnvs. For each

normal mode and each coefficient s, t, we use the largest predicted value as 3D noise level, in

order to estimate the noise in a conservative way. The total noise (σtot) is then given by adding the

3D noise to the data noise (σd):

σtot =
√

σ2
d + σ2

3D. (6)

Using this procedure, we typically find that the 3D noise for vs is lower than the 3D noise for206

vp and ρ, which have similar noise levels for most modes (Fig. 3). The measurement (data noise)207

levels are even lower in general.208

[Fig. 3 about here.]209

3.5 Crustal corrections210

Accurate crustal corrections are required to avoid mapping crustal features into mantle structure211

during tomographic inversions. These corrections consist of both corrections for crustal velocities212

and topography on crustal interfaces. The effect of crustal velocities is typically neglected in the213

case of normal modes, as the thickness of the crust is a fraction of the wavelength of the data. We214

have verified that 3D variations in crustal velocities only change normal mode splitting functions215

by < 0.5% compared to the effect of variations in crustal topography, consistent with work by216

Moulik & Ekström (2014). Therefore, we neglect these volumetric variations, and only correct the217

data for topography on crustal interfaces, including the surface topography, water depth and Moho218

depth.219

While surface topography and water depth can safely be assumed to be known, Moho depth220

variations have larger uncertainties. Restelli et al. (2023) demonstrated that predictions for normal221

modes sensitive to the lowermost mantle are not affected by the use of different crustal models.222

However, we want to verify that the way we account for the crust does not influence the results223

significantly in any part of the mantle. We have therefore performed additional synthetic tests224

during which we either consider the Moho depth to be known – and correct for it using model225

CRUST5.1 (Mooney et al. 1998) – or as unknown – and we include it in the 3D noise . In both226

cases, we find similar patterns in our model estimates with the difference in amplitudes less than227
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5% (Supplementary Fig. S2). Given the small difference between the two, for simplicity we assume228

the Moho depth to be known and correct for it using model CRUST5.1, in addition to correcting229

for surface topography and water level.230

4 SYNTHETIC INVERSIONS231

While the SOLA method has already been applied to body waves (e.g. Zaroli 2016, 2019), surface232

waves (Latallerie et al. 2022) and normal modes and body waves together (Dubois 2020), here233

we apply SOLA for the first time to normal modes only. The main difference in inversion setup234

between these studies and ours is that our data and model are parameterised in spherical harmonics,235

which allow us to perform pure 1D inversions in depth rather than in a 3D space. Rather than236

applying our inversion strategy directly to observed normal mode splitting functions, we first test237

our newly developed inversion strategy using synthetic experiments. Using these experiments we238

(i) verify that our implementation of SOLA allows us to recover a given input model, (ii) establish239

at what resolution normal modes are able to recover vs, vp and density structure in the mantle, (iii)240

study the trade-off between data noise levels and resolution (minimum averaging thickness) as a241

function of spherical harmonic degree, (iv) investigate different noise levels and the influence of242

3D noise, (v) find the ideal value of the resolution misfit RM and, finally, (vi) we assess to what243

degree we should trust the model based on observed data.244

4.1 Noise cases and input model245

Since uncertainties play a fundamental role in SOLA inversions, we consider three cases with246

different levels of noise: we either only consider the published splitting function uncertainties247

(case DATA-N), or we replace these by random noise up to the same maximum amplitude as the248

data noise (case RAND-N), or we also consider 3D noise due to mantle structure in addition to the249

data noise (as in Eq. 6; case 3D-N). The noise levels in the random noise case are typically larger250

than for DATA-N since most of the coefficients have uncertainties lower than the maximum value.251

As Akbarashrafi et al. (2017) suggested and mentioned before, we multiply the data uncertain-

ties by a factor of 2 in the DATA-N and 3D-N cases, in order not to underestimate the data errors.
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In the 3D-N case we also double the 3D noise amplitudes, to account for the fact that our estimates

of 3D noise are based on tomography models predictions, whose amplitudes are typically halved

due to damping and reparameterisations during the tomographic inversion (e.g. Schuberth et al.

2009; Koelemeijer et al. 2018). Thus, in the 3D-N case both noise contributions are multiplied by

a factor of 2. The three cases can be summarised as follows:

σ =


2× σd in DATA-N

rand(0−max(σd)) in RAND-N

2×
√

σ2
d + σ2

3D in 3D-N

(7)

To describe the 3D structure in the mantle and calculate synthetic splitting functions, we make252

use of model S20RTS (Ritsema et al. 1999). This model prescribes the vs perturbations, while it253

makes use of scaling factors of 0.5 and 0.3 to prescribe perturbations in vp and density, respectively.254

We compute synthetic splitting function predictions from S20RTS including all perturbations in255

vs, vp and density. For the DATA-N and RAND-N cases, we then assume the same scaling factors256

during the inversion, as commonly done in normal mode inversions. In contrast, in the 3D-N case257

we do not assume to know anything about the mantle structure and account for the additional258

sensitivity through the 3D noise.259

4.2 Inversion procedure260

We adopt the following procedure. Given our primary interest in the deep mantle, and the fact that261

SOLA allows us to target a specific depth range, we build a model from the bottom up, starting262

at the core-mantle boundary (CMB). We use an initial thick target kernel of about 1000 km thick263

(similar to the depth layers in early normal-mode based studies (Trampert et al. 2004)). We run264

SOLA inversions for spherical harmonic degree s = 2 for different values of η and choose a res-265

olution misfit value that leads to an acceptable compromise between resolution and uncertainties,266

finding that RM ∼ 0.08 is suitable. We then run inversions for similar ranges of η for all coef-267

ficients to find those η values that lead to the same RM of 0.8 (by trial and error). Having done268

this for all even-degree coefficients up to s = 8, we build the full model estimate combing the269
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spherical harmonic coefficients. If the results are acceptable in terms of similarity between output270

and input models, resolution and uncertainties, we repeat the procedure for thinner and thinner tar-271

get kernels (which will result in higher model uncertainties). Once we have obtained the thinnest272

possible target kernel that leads to uncertainties in a chosen range, we proceed to the next layer,273

repeating the procedure up to the surface.274

To decide whether a model estimate is acceptable, we compare the model estimate (output275

model) with the “filtered” input model, i.e. the input model averaged through the same resolv-276

ing kernels as the output. This ensures we are comparing the same average, which is justified by277

the fact that we are interested in finding a weighted average of the models parameters, not the278

parameters themselves. To quantify how acceptable the uncertainties are, we will use a “relative279

uncertainty”, which is the model average uncertainty divided by the maximum model amplitude.280

We aim to have a relative uncertainty of 20–25% for σvs and < 50% for σvp , similar to the uncer-281

tainty levels found by Mosca et al. (2012). We then define the output model amplitudes “unbiased”282

if we can recover the filtered input model amplitudes within the model uncertainties.283

4.3 S-wave velocity structure from synthetic experiments284

We start our synthetic experiments by performing inversions for shear-wave velocity perturbations,285

as the vs perturbations in the mantle have the highest amplitudes and the lowest 3D noise, and are286

thus likely the easiest ones to recover. We apply the procedure described above to cases DATA-N287

and RAND-N (results shown in Supplementary Fig. S3 and S4) as well as case 3D-N (with results288

shown in Fig. 4). By comparing the three cases, we can investigate the influence and importance289

of the different uncertainties.290

[Fig. 4 about here.]291

Following the procedure in Section 4.2, we are able to obtain model estimates with acceptable292

resolving kernels throughout the mantle, while able to keep the relative uncertainty below 25% in293

every layer. In the DATA-N and RAND-N case, we would be able to invert for more layers, but294

to ensure that we can directly compare the results of different noise cases, we limit the number295

of layers in these case to the maximum number of layers we are able to obtain in the 3D-N case,296
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i.e. six. These six layers vary in thickness from ∼220 km at the surface to ∼350 km at the CMB,297

with very thick layers (resolving kernels) of ∼820 km in the mid mantle. For the DATA-N and298

RAND-N cases shown in Supplementary Fig. S3 and S4 respectively, in each layer the output299

model estimate closely resembles the filtered input model, and we recover both the amplitudes300

and the pattern of the anomalies well. The associated model uncertainties are typically < 15.5%.301

For the 3D-N case (shown in Fig. 4) we still obtain very similar model estimates, but with302

higher model uncertainties (between 17 and 25%) as expected. Even in layers in the mid mantle303

(e.g. layers ULM and LLM, where output model amplitudes are overestimated), the difference304

between the filtered input and output is smaller than the uncertainties. This makes our model305

estimate an unbiased average of the input model given these uncertainties. Except for the increase306

in the uncertainties, the inclusion of 3D noise does not lead to significant differences to the DATA-307

N or RAND-N cases. We conclude that the sensitivity of the normal modes to vp and density308

perturbations, which affects our inversions through the 3D noise, mainly has an effect on the noise309

propagated into the model, and not on the recovered dlnvs model estimate itself.310

4.4 P-wave velocity mantle structure from synthetic experiments311

Given the higher levels of 3D noise and lower amplitudes of dlnvp in the mantle, we expect that312

vp models are more difficult to build than vs models. Consequently, we do not anticipate obtaining313

the same resolution as for dlnvs. We again apply our procedure (Section 4.2) to all three noise314

cases when inverting for dlnvp, with results for the DATA-N and RAND-N cases shown in Sup-315

plementary Fig. S5 and S6, respectively, and the results for the 3D-N case presented in Fig. 5.316

We are able to build vp model estimates with satisfying resolving kernels and uncertainties in317

four layers in the mantle, which vary in thickness from ∼600 km at the CMB to ∼1000 km in the318

mid mantle. The results for cases DATA-N and RAND-N (Fig. S5 and S6) are satisfactory in all319

four layers: the output model estimates closely resemble the filtered input model and uncertainties320

are well below the threshold. When adding 3D noise in case 3D-N (Fig. 5), the results are not321

as positive. Only in the lowermost mantle (layer LLM), we are able to obtain model estimates322
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that resemble the filtered input with a relative uncertainty of about 31% and unbiased amplitudes,323

implying that we are able to constrain the vp structure in the lowermost mantle within our setup.324

In the other three layers, the output model estimates still feature positive and negative anoma-325

lies in similar locations as the input models, but their amplitudes and uncertainties are less satisfy-326

ing. Especially, for the upper mantle layer (layer UM) the model estimate is biased towards high327

amplitudes with a large discrepancy between the filtered input and model output. The two layers328

in the mid mantle have quite high relative uncertainties, which are close to 50% (our threshold),329

but similar to the uncertainty amplitudes found in older work (Mosca et al. 2012). Contrary to the330

inversions for dlnvs, the sensitivity to other physical parameters (especially vs) as quantified in the331

3D noise affects both the model uncertainties and the recovered vp structure.332

[Fig. 5 about here.]333

4.5 dlnvs/dlnvp from synthetic experiments334

When comparing maps of dlnvs and dlnvp, it is vital for them to have the same local resolution, as335

discussed in the Introduction. It is therefore not our aim to develop models with the best resolution336

achievable, but instead to end up with models of dlnvs and dlnvp with the same local resolution.337

From our synthetic tests above, we have found that the resolution of dlnvp models is lower than338

that of dlnvs models. Consequently, the dlnvp resolution will dictate the maximum resolution that339

we may expect to obtain for the dlnvs/dlnvp ratio. Given the larger uncertainties for dlnvp models340

in the mid mantle, we focus our efforts only on the lowest layer, i.e. the bottom ∼600 km of the341

mantle, where we managed to obtain satisfying results for dlnvp (relatively low uncertainties and342

unbiased amplitudes) and the depth region of interest in the debate surrounding the LLVPs. To343

obtain the same local resolution for vs as vp, we repeat SOLA inversions for dlnvs using the same344

target kernel thickness as in layer LLM of the dlnvp model. For each coefficient, we vary the trade-345

off parameter η until we obtain the same resolution misfit RM as for dlnvp (RM ∼ 0.08). This346

way we ensure that the resolving kernels, and hence the local resolution, are comparable for the347

dlnvs and dlnvp models (e.g. Fig. 6a).348

Computing the dlnvs/dlnvp ratio in a tomographic model can be tricky, as we may be di-349
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viding by small numbers (small vp anomalies) and previous studies have taken several different350

approaches. The most straightforward way may be by performing a point-by-point division and351

considering the median or mean (from now on “pbp division”), but studies have also calculated352

the root-mean-squares average of both velocities and divided these values (from now on “RMS353

division”), or determined the slope of the best fitting straight line between dlnvp and dlnvs values354

(from now on “regression fit method”). While the latter approach tends to provide an overestima-355

tion of R, the median of a pbp division often represents an underestimate (e.g. Koelemeijer et al.356

2016). Here, we explore all three approaches.357

Specifically, we always assume that our SOLA model estimates of dlnvs and dlnvp are two358

normally-distributed variables. In the pbp and RMS ratio estimates, we assume for simplicity that359

the two variables are independent, and we calculate the ratio distribution respectively for each point360

of a 5×5 degrees grid, while we do not have to make this assumption for the regression fit method.361

When performing the point-by-point division, we discard points with either |dlnvs| < 0.1% or362

|dlnvp| < 0.1% to avoid spurious R estimates, similar to Koelemeijer et al. (2016). Although we363

could approximate the ratio distribution (Hinkley ratio distribution) to a Gaussian distribution and364

express R in terms of a mean and standard deviation, this is often not possible. Therefore, we365

only report the mean value of R here without the uncertainties. However, thanks to the synthetic366

experiments, where we know what the value of R should be, we get an insight into how much R367

is biased with each method.368

Since vp perturbations in S20RTS are scaled from vs perturbations with a factor of 0.5, the369

ratio R that we retrieve in our synthetic experiments should be exactly 2. Our results for R in the370

LLM layer are shown in Fig. 6 for each of the three noise cases analysed in this paper. We have371

chosen the colour scales in such a way that identical maps of vs and vp anomalies would indicate372

the expected ratio of 2. When we only include data noise or random noise (DATA-N and RAND-N373

in Fig. 6), the two maps are almost identical and the ratio assumes values very close to 2 regardless374

of the method used to calculate it. When we also consider 3D noise, we immediately note darker375

colours in the vs map than the vp map and thus a ratio greater than 2 with a broader distribution. In376

this 3D-N case, the ratio is overestimated by 20–40% depending on the method we use to evaluate377
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it. While we do not observe any systematic bias in the pbp and RMS estimates of the ratio, we find378

that the regression fit gives an upper bound, consistent with earlier work (Koelemeijer et al. 2016).379

[Fig. 6 about here.]380

4.6 Density structure recovered in synthetic experiments381

Besides constraining velocity variations, splitting function measurements have also been used382

in inversions for the mantle density (Ishii & Tromp 1999; Trampert et al. 2004; Mosca et al.383

2012; Koelemeijer et al. 2017, e.g.). However, several studies have argued that the use of the384

self-coupling approximation introduces a theoretical error that is larger than the signal of mantle385

density in the data (Deuss & Woodhouse 2001; Al-Attar et al. 2012; Akbarashrafi et al. 2017),386

which is why we doubled the data noise in our SOLA inversions. Additional uncertainties in mid387

mantle structure further affect density inversions (Koelemeijer et al. 2017; Robson et al. 2022), an388

effect that we capture in the 3D noise. SOLA thus allows us to investigate whether it is possible,389

given these complications, to construct an acceptable resolving kernel and a model estimate with390

acceptable uncertainties for density at the base of the mantle.391

We again perform synthetic tests with and without 3D noise, now for a ∼1000 km thick target392

kernel at the bottom of the mantle, with the results shown in Fig. 7. We manage to obtain resolv-393

ing kernels with a low resolution misfit (i.e. reproduce the target kernel well) for all coefficients,394

meaning that there is sufficient sensitivity to density in the data set. When we only use data noise395

or random noise (Fig. 7 top and middle row), we retrieve the input model well, including the am-396

plitudes and with relative uncertainties of about 4%. This would be similar to studies that inverted397

for density while keeping the velocity structure fixed. However, when we include the 3D noise,398

the recovered amplitudes are strongly overestimated and the relative uncertainty is close to 70%.399

This indicates that inversions for density are mostly complicated by unconstrained structure in the400

rest of the mantle, consistent with other recent work (Robson et al. 2022). Nevertheless, in our401

synthetic case, we would be able to interpret the LLVPs as low density anomalies despite this,402

given the strong negative anomalies found at their locations (dlnρ ∼ −1.47% with σρ ∼ 1.03).403

[Fig. 7 about here.]404
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5 REAL DATA INVERSIONS FOR MANTLE STRUCTURE405

In the following sections, we show the results from inversions using observed splitting functions406

(Deuss et al. 2013; Koelemeijer et al. 2013; Koelemeijer 2014). The setup of these real data in-407

versions is guided by our synthetic tests and we use the same target kernels (6 for vs and 4 for408

vp), which will aid in drawing conclusions from our study. 3D noise is included as described in409

Section 3.4, making the real data inversions most comparable to the 3D-N case. We present model410

estimates of vs, vp and R, all depicting lateral variations with respect to PREM, together with411

relevant resolution and uncertainty information. We compare our results to two other tomogra-412

phy models that use normal modes, filtered using our resolving kernels. Specifically, we consider413

model SP12RTS, since we use the same normal mode data set and this model constrained both vs414

and vp perturbations, as well as model S20RTS, which we use for our synthetic tests, but included415

fewer and older measurements.416

5.1 Model estimates of S-wave velocity perturbations417

Fig 8 presents our results from real data inversions for dlnvs in the six-layer setup of the synthetic418

tests. We can observe many features common in long-wavelength tomography models. At shallow419

depths (layer UUM), we identify low velocity zones at locations of mid-ocean ridges and high420

velocities underneath cratons and in the proximity of subduction zones. At greater depth, partic-421

ularly in the ULM layer, we find fast velocities at areas of deep subduction under South America422

and South-East Asia. In the deepest two layers, we observe low velocities under the Pacific and423

Africa, with the amplitudes of these LLVPs increasing towards the bottom of the mantle.424

Compared to the other two models, we find stronger amplitudes in our model estimates, par-425

ticularly when we compare to model SP12RTS (which utilised the same normal mode dataset).426

Nevertheless, we do not identify significant differences between our results and the other models,427

as expected given the large consistency between long-wavelength tomographic models (e.g. Lekić428

et al. 2012; Koelemeijer 2021). However, our model estimates have additional information on the429

resolution and the model uncertainties, which these older models do not. Specifically, we note430

that typically find a low relative uncertainty for our vs model estimates, ranging from 15-19% in431
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the upper mantle, increasing to 31% in the mid mantle and decreasing again below 2000 km to432

23-24%. The mid mantle thus remains the least constrained part of our model, but at least we can433

quantify how unconstrained it is.434

[Fig. 8 about here.]435

5.2 Model estimates of P-wave velocity perturbations436

Fig. 9 shows the results for our real data inversions for dlnvp compared to SP12RTS and S20RTS,437

using the same four target kernels as in our synthetic tests. While we do show results for the first438

layer (UM), we do not interpret them (greyed out) as the results in the synthetic tests at these439

depths were biased towards higher amplitudes, despite their low relative uncertainties. In the mid440

mantle, we observe two areas of higher velocities underneath South America and Southeast Asia441

– similar as in the vs model – consistent with regions where deep subduction is thought to occur.442

In the lowest two layers, we again find low velocities underneath Africa and the Pacific, with the443

amplitudes increasing slightly towards the CMB.444

In general, there is less consensus on the compressional-wave velocity structure of the mantle,445

and even though many models feature LLVPs, there is more variability in terms of shape, length-446

scales, location and velocity amplitudes. The LLVP structures in our vp model estimate are similar447

to those in SP12RTS and S20RTS, but our model features typically higher amplitudes than in448

SP12RTS and lower amplitudes than in S20RTS (for both the negative anomalies in the LLVPs and449

the positive anomalies surrounding them). Although the absolute uncertainties appear relatively450

low, due to the low vp amplitudes, the relative uncertainties are greater than 50% in the two mid451

mantle layers, and ∼42% in the lowermost mantle layer. Despite the uncertainties, we can still452

interpret vp anomalies at the LLVPs locations as lower than average.453

[Fig. 9 about here.]454

5.3 Model estimates of the ratio R in the lowermost mantle455

To constrain the ratio R in the mantle, it is essential that our model estimates of shear-wave and456

compressional-wave velocity have the same resolution, as discussed in Section 4.5. Therefore, we457
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have obtained model estimates for vs perturbations using the same target kernel as used for vp and458

we impose the same resolution misfit value to obtain similar-shaped resolving kernels.459

[Fig. 10 about here.]460

In Fig. 10 we show our results from real data inversions for the ratio R as an average in the461

bottom 600 km of the mantle. The amplitudes in the vs map are markedly higher than those in462

the vp map (which has a color scale that is half the amplitude), so it already appears visually that463

the ratio must be larger than 2. When calculating the ratio using three different methods, we find464

R values of 3.7, 2.9 and 5.6 for Rpbp, Rrms and Rfit respectively. However, from the synthetic465

experiments, we know that the ratio can be overestimated by up to 40% depending on the method466

used to calculate it. Assuming that this overestimation is linear, the R values in our model may be467

reduced to 2.9, 2.5 and 4.0 for the pbp division, the RMS division and the regression-fit method,468

respectively. As caveat, we should add that the regression-fit method may be affected by small469

values and tends to overpredict the value of R. Thus, depending on the method to calculate it,470

the R value may be as low as 2.5, the value compatible with a mantle without compositional471

heterogeneity or phase transitions. Therefore, we should avoid interpreting our results as being472

indicative of a high dlnvs/dlnvp ratio.473

Results for all four layers (associated with the resolving kernels in Fig. 9) indicate that the ratio474

R increases with depth in the mantle, despite the thick resolving kernels (Supplementary Fig. S7).475

This is in agreement with previous studies, which also reported increases in the ratio with depth476

up to values of 4 near the CMB (e.g. Su & Dziewonski 1997; Masters et al. 2000a; Ritsema &477

van Heijst 2002; Della Mora et al. 2011; Koelemeijer et al. 2016). The range of R values we find478

is thus consistent with these studies, with the main difference being that we are confident that the479

resolution of our vs and vp model estimates is comparable.480

6 DISCUSSION481

To accurately compute and robustly interpret ratios of seismic velocities (e.g. R = dlnvs/dlnvp),482

it is crucial to obtain models of dlnvs and dlnvp models with the same local resolution. This is483
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challenging since most of the commonly-used inverse methods do not provide a direct control on484

model resolution. Moreover, model uncertainties are often not provided, making physical interpre-485

tations in terms of temperature and chemical variations difficult. We have overcome these issues486

by utilising the SOLA method and applying this to normal mode data in order to develop long-487

wavelength models of vs and vp perturbations as well as their ratio. We will now discuss some488

aspects of our study, including the importance of characterising the noise, the advantages and lim-489

itations of our approach, and some implications for existing and future inversions of normal mode490

data.491

6.1 Characterising data noise492

The entire SOLA philosophy and approach to constructing Earth models is highly dependent on493

the data noise. Therefore, it is crucial to accurately estimate data noise levels and to reduce these494

where possible. However, the uncertainties in our data set, calculated as explained in Deuss et al.495

(2013), do not take into account all the sources of uncertainty, including theoretical approximations496

(Resovsky & Ritzwoller 1998). Al-Attar et al. (2012) and Akbarashrafi et al. (2017) suggested that497

published splitting function uncertainties must be doubled to properly account for different sources498

of errors, which we have therefore assumed throughout this work. In fact, when we do not double499

the data noise, we do not recover the input structures (see Supplementary Fig. S8). Thus, at the500

moment our SOLA inversions require the data noise to be doubled.501

Our normal mode splitting function observations are all measured using spectral data from502

very large earthquakes. Since earthquakes with magnitude greater than 7.4 are relatively rare,503

long-running reliable broadband networks are crucial to obtain these data and to reduce data un-504

certainties. The expansion of the global seismic network (GSN) in the last 20 years, together with505

the occurrence of large earthquakes such as the Tohoku event in 2011, has substantially improved506

normal mode measurements. Nowadays, the number of GSN stations able to resolve normal modes507

from large earthquakes is almost twice the number in 2014, thanks also to the installation of seis-508

mometers in boreholes and postholes (Ringler et al. 2022). These types of installations are less509

subject to non-seismic noise than surface installations, which will reduce the overall noise levels510
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of low-frequency data. Having more and quieter long-period broadband instruments will ultimately511

lead to improved measurements and thus reduced measurement uncertainties.512

In our synthetic inversions for vp and density (see Section 4), we generally obtained satisfy-513

ing resolving kernels with a low resolution misfit, indicating that there is sufficient sensitivity in514

our normal mode data set to these parameters. The fact that our model estimates were also satis-515

fying (output resembling input with low uncertainties) for the DATA-N and RAND-N cases, but516

not for case 3D-N demonstrates that it is the sensitivity to other physical parameters (especially517

vs) that prevents us from obtaining robust models of vp and density throughout the mantle. This518

notion is consistent with other recent work on normal mode measurements and density inferences519

(e.g. Koelemeijer et al. 2017; Robson et al. 2022). Therefore, efforts should also focus on firstly520

developing long-wavelength models of the mantle with uncertainties and secondly reducing the521

uncertainties in these models. One possible approach to take, may be to utilise SOLA inversions522

to constrain vs at first and use the model estimate including its uncertainties to estimate the 3D523

noise for vp and subsequently density, iterating if necessary.524

6.2 Advantages and limitations of our approach525

The main advantage of SOLA is that it allows us to directly constrain the resolution of our model526

estimate, thus enabling us to build models of different physical parameters with the same local527

resolution and to robustly interpret these. This is particularly useful in studies of the dlnvs/dlnvp528

ratio R, given it is possible that differences in resolution affect this parameter (e.g. Chaves et al.529

2021). Our approach, of focusing on finding the worst resolution in one physical parameter and530

imposing this on inversions for other physical parameters is easily expandable to other data sets,531

where it should be kept in mind that it is only the local resolution that needs to be the same, and532

not necessarily the data set used for each parameter. As a result, we may not get the best possible533

resolution for every parameter, and finding the best possible target kernels and η values can be534

time consuming.535

SOLA also allows us to retrieve models of the Earth with unbiased amplitudes and uncertainty536

information (e.g. Zaroli et al. 2017). Tomographically filtered geodynamic models of thermal or537
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thermochemical convection in the mantle mostly differ in their amplitudes (e.g. Ritsema et al.538

2007; Davies et al. 2012), making the availability of unbiased SOLA model estimates with un-539

certainties important for distinguishing between the two scenarios. Although the fact that we only540

recover satisfying model estimates for six or four layers may appear disappointing, it should be541

kept in mind the these model estimates represent true averages over the Earth thus provide valu-542

able information. For example, they can be used to compare to geodynamic simulations with our543

resolving kernels acting as tomographic filter. Given that we also have the model uncertainties,544

we should be able to rule out filtered geodynamic models that do not fit our model estimates545

within their uncertainties. Improving both data and 3D noise estimates would allow us to recover546

the model in thinner layers and thus achieve a better local resolution for such comparisons, as547

evidenced by our results for the DATA-N and RAND-N cases.548

Our study is entirely based on normal mode data. The advantage of this is that inversions are549

extremely quick (just a few seconds for each coefficient). This makes it possible to perform many550

synthetic inversions with various set-ups. On the down-side, our choice of data limits us to only551

image the large-scale and even-degree structure of the mantle. However, we believe that a robust552

characterisation of the long-wavelength structures remains essential before attempting to robustly553

image small-scale features. It will also be possible to add different data types (e.g. body and surface554

waves) to improve the sensitivity to particularly depths and to illuminate small-scale structures not555

observable with normal modes. It will also be interesting to see how comparable the results are556

when our approach is applied to body-wave data only in order to constrain R in the mantle.557

Finally, our study relies on estimates of 3D noise, which significantly increases the uncertain-558

ties associated with our models. However, the 3D noise ensures that we do not assume any a priori559

knowledge about the final model and the relationship between different parameters. Here, we used560

existing tomographic models to estimate the 3D noise levels in a conservative way, as it is better561

to overestimate the noise and then later re-assess this. Alternatively, we could have made use of562

geodynamic model predictions, but these are affected by several, still uncertain, parameters such563

as the rate of internal heating and CMB temperature, as well as the mineral physics data used for564
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the conversion from temperature to seismic velocities. Thus, we believe our approach of using a565

range of tomographic models to estimate the 3D noise is at current the best possible way we have.566

6.3 Implications for existing and future normal mode studies567

Splitting function measurements have been used in many tomographic studies of the mantle, to568

constrain not just the velocity structure, but also density variations. We have shown that we can569

develop satisfying model estimates of both the shear-wave and compressional-wave velocity in the570

mantle in at least a number of layers, with uncertainties of less than 32% and 50% (compared to571

around 55% and 70% in the study of Mosca et al. (2012). Over time, as data uncertainties decrease572

and consequently the uncertainties of our vs and vp model estimates decrease as well, we may573

be able to increase the number of layers in the mantle and re-evaluate our work on the density574

structure.575

Our synthetic tests for density fail when 3D noise is included and we find large model uncer-576

tainties (Fig. 7, despite the fact that we are able to obtain resolving kernels with a low resolution577

misfit. This warrants us to be cautious of published density models of the mantle that have shown578

focused resolving kernels. Instead we need to emphasise the fact that a good resolution does not579

imply a low model uncertainty or the ability to interpret a model.580

In this study, we have focused our studies on R, the ratio between shear-wave and compressional-581

wave velocity variations. However, our approach of finding the same local resolution for two phys-582

ical parameters (here vs and vp) can be easily extended to other parameters. Particularly, it will be583

useful for developing models of anisotropy, as we can ensure that vsh and vsv have the same lo-584

cal resolution. In order to study anisotropy using SOLA applied to normal modes, good-quality585

measurements of toroidal modes are vital. We have recently demonstrated that current data sets586

of toroidal mode measurements (including the new measurements of Schneider & Deuss (2021))587

contain sufficient sensitivity to both shear-wave and compressional-wave anisotropy in the mantle588

(Restelli et al. 2023). It will be interesting to see whether SOLA inversions applied to these data589

are able to constrain the anisotropic structure of the Earth’s mantle.590
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CONCLUSIONS591

In this contribution we have, for the first time, applied the tomographic SOLA inversion scheme592

(Zaroli 2016) to a dataset consisting of only normal modes. This has allowed us to build global593

tomography models of shear- and compressional-wave velocity in several layers in the mantle.594

These models are accompanied by full uncertainty and resolution information, which helps us595

to assess the robustness of the model estimates. Over time, as more precise measurements are596

available and with better constraints on overall mantle structure (i.e. improved estimates of both597

data and 3D noise), we may be able to constrain the vs and vp structure in thinner layers (i.e.598

achieve a better resolution) and decrease the uncertainties in our model estimates.599

SOLA also provides a direct control on the model resolution. As a result, we have managed to600

construct models of dlnvs and dlnvp with the same local resolution, which enables us to robustly601

compute their ratio R. Our synthetic tests indicate that estimates of R are overestimated when602

additional 3D noise is included. When taking this into consideration, our estimates of R in the603

lowermost mantle from real data are 2.5–4.0. These values are consistent with previous studies,604

but the additional information on resolution and uncertainty will allow us to perform meaningful605

comparisons with geodynamics.606

We have demonstrated the importance of estimating all sources of the data noise, given its607

strong impact on the model estimates and uncertainties. In particular, when normal mode stud-608

ies do not account for “theoretical errors” due to coupling approximations, or treat the additional609

sensitivity to other physical parameters as known, it is likely that model uncertainties are underes-610

timated. Given the results for density in our synthetic tests (satisfying resolving kernels, but model611

estimates with very large uncertainties), we urge readers to be careful with interpreting tomo-612

graphic images based on normal modes when resolution and uncertainties are not both available.613

Data availability614

The Python/C software package to develop SOLA tomography models is available from CZ615

(c.zaroli@unistra.fr), upon reasonable e-mail request.616
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(a) 0S26

Surface

CMB

ICB

(b) 1S14 (c) 9S13

vsSensitivity to: vp ρ

Figure 1. Examples of spheroidal mode sensitivity kernels for mantle structure at degree s = 2. We show

the sensitivity to shear-wave velocity vs (blue), compressional-wave velocity vp (black) and density ρ (red),

calculated for the anisotropic PREM model (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). Horizontal lines indicate the

surface and the radii of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) and inner core boundary (ICB). Each panel is

normalised independently. Kernels for other spherical harmonic degrees are presented in Supplementary

Fig. S1. The resolving kernels obtained using SOLA are effectively linear combinations of different normal

mode sensitivity kernels.
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Figure 2. Example trade-off curves of resolution misfit (a) and model uncertainties (b) as a function of

trade-off parameter η. Each dot corresponds to a synthetic inversion for vs including 3D noise (3D-N case,

see Section 4.2), here computed for harmonic degrees s = 2, 4, 6 and 8 with order t = 1. To build complete

models of all spherical harmonics, we combine results for different spherical harmonic degrees with the

same resolution misfit RM . For example, if we choose a value of 0.2 for RM (grey line, top panel), we

would use values of η between ∼0.8 (for s = 2) and ∼2.5 (for s = 6).
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n = 0 n = 1 2 ≤ n ≤ 7 n ≥ 8

Figure 3. Illustration of typical 3D noise levels, showing noise levels for coefficient c20 for vs (blue), vp

(black) and density (red) for all modes of our data set (horizontal axis). The data uncertainties are also

plotted for comparison (grey). Grey vertical lines divide mode branches with different n. While individual

mode noise levels are difficult to determine, it is clear that the 3D noise for vs is lower than that for vp and

density. This is mostly due to the smaller amplitudes of vp and ρ perturbations in existing mantle models

compared to vs, as well as the sensitivity kernels. Note that the 3D noise levels are significantly larger than

the data noise.
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(a) Resolution

UUM

LUM

UMM

LMM

ULM

LLM

Figure 4. Synthetic inversion results for vs perturbations with 3D noise (case 3D-N). For each layer (shown

in different rows) we present: (a) the target and resolving kernels (black and red lines, respectively); (b)

the input model S20RTS filtered through the relevant resolving kernel; (c) the output model estimate; (d)

the output model uncertainties. In (a), we only show the resolving kernel for spherical harmonic coefficient

c20, as other resolving kernels have the same shape as set by our inversion procedure (Section 4.2). The

uncertainties are generally very uniform due to the even data coverage provided by normal modes.
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(a) Resolution

UM

MM

LM

LLM

Figure 5. Synthetic inversion results for vp perturbations with 3D noise (case 3D-N). All panels and details

are similar as in Fig. 4
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Rfit = 1.938

Rfit = 2.019

Figure 6. Synthetic inversion results for the ratio R = dlnvs/dlnvp. We show results for the three different

noise cases (DATA-N, RAND-N and 3D-N). For each case, we show: (a) the dlnvs (red) and dlnvp (blue)

resolving kernels and target kernel (black); (b) the dlnvs model estimate and associated uncertainties; (c) the

dlnvp model estimate and associated uncertainties; (d) histograms resulting from a point-by-point division

between the two maps (dlnvs/dlnvp), with the vertical red line indicating the mean of the distribution

(Rpbp). We also indicate the value of the ratio R calculated using the RMS and regression-fit approaches

(see text). The maximum of the scale for the vs maps is twice that for the vp maps, so that when the two

maps have similar patterns and colour intensity we can directly – and qualitatively – infer that the ratio is

close to 2.
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D
A

TA
-N
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N
D

-N
3D
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(a) Resolution (b) Filtered input model

(c) Output model (d) Uncertainties

dln

dln

dln

dln

Figure 7. Synthetic inversion results for density perturbations with only data noise (DATA-N), random noise

(RAND-N) and also 3D noise (3D-N). We only show results for a layer on top of the core-mantle boundary,

showing (a) the target and resolving kernels (black and red lines, respectively); (b) the input model S20RTS

filtered through the relevant resolving kernel; (c) the output model estimates for the three different cases;

(d) the output model uncertainties.
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Figure 8. Real data inversion results for vs perturbations. For each layer (given as different rows) we show:

(a) the target and resolving kernels (black and red lines, respectively); (b) the model uncertainties; (c) the

model estimate of vs perturbations; (d) the shear-wave velocity structure of model SP12RTS; (e) the shear-

wave velocity structure of model S20RTS. The mean layer absolute uncertainty is indicated at the bottom

of each uncertainty map. The uncertainty and resolution information that accompany our model are not

provided by the SP12RTS and S20RTS models.
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U
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Figure 9. Real data inversion results for vp perturbations. All panels and details are similar as in Fig. 8,

except that the vp perturbations in S20RTS are obtained by scaling the vs perturbations, while they are

independently inverted for in SP12RTS. The mean layer absolute uncertainty is indicated at the bottom

of each uncertainty map. Note that the structure in the UM layer should not be interpreted based on the

synthetic test results of Fig. 5.
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(a) Resolution (b) VS (c) VP (d) Ratio

Rpbp = 3.690
Rrms = 2.940
Rfit = 5.606

dlnvs (%) dlnvp (%)

σvs (%), mean=0.16 σvp (%), mean=0.13

R

Figure 10. Real data inversion results for the ratio R = dlnvs/dlnvp. As in Fig. 6, we show: (a) the

dlnvs (red) and dlnvp (blue) resolving kernels and target kernel (black); (b) the dlnvs model estimate and

uncertainties; (c) the dlnvp model estimate and uncertainties; (d) the histogram resulting from a point-by-

point division between the two maps (dlnvs/dlnvp), with the vertical red line indicating the mean of the

distribution (Rpbp). We also indicate the value of the ratio R calculated as the mean of the ratio between the

RMS values of dlnvs and dlnvp (Rrms) and as the slope of the best-fitting line between dlnvs and dlnvp

perturbations (Rfit).
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Table S1 lists the 16 tomographic models used in the calculation of the 3D noise (as detailed
in Section 3.4 in the main text). In some studies, vp perturbations were directly inverted for,
in other studies they were scaled from vs perturbations (using particular dlnvp/dlnvs scaling
factors as indicated in the table). Density perturbations are always obtained by scaling them
from vs perturbations, with the dlnρ/dlnvs scaling factor also given in the table.

Table S1: List of tomography models (in chronological order) used for the estimation of the 3D noise, including
any scaling factors for vp and density perturbations. We scale vp and ρ according to the original studies,
wherever this information is provided (bold values). If no information on the scaling was provided, we set
dlnvp/dlnvs=0.5 and dlnρ/dlnvs=0.3.

Model dlnvp/dlnvs dlnρ/dlnvs Ref.
S20RTS 0.5 0.3 Ritsema et al. (1999)
TX2011 0.5 0.3 Grand (2002)
PRI-05 Inverted for 0.3 Montelli et al. (2006)
HMSL-06 Inverted for 0.3 Houser et al. (2008)
GyPSuM Inverted for 0.3 Simmons et al. (2010)
SAW642ANb 0.5 0.33 Panning et al. (2010)
SEMum 0.5 0.3 Lekić and Romanowicz (2011)
S40RTS 0.5 (0 km) - 0.33 (2891 km) 0.5 Ritsema et al. (2011)
savani 0.5 0.3 Auer et al. (2014)
SEMUCB-WM1 0.5 0.3 French and Romanowicz (2014)
S362WMANI+M 0.55 0.3 Moulik and Ekström (2014)
SGLOBE-rani 0.5 0.4 Chang et al. (2014)
SPani Inverted for 0.3 Tesoniero et al. (2015)
SP12RTS Inverted for 0.3 Koelemeijer et al. (2016)
s10mean 0.5 0.3 Doubrovine et al. (2016)
TX2015 0.5 0.3 Lu and Grand (2016)
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Fig. S1 shows isotropic sensitivity kernels for degrees s = 2, 4, 6, 8 for the same spheroidal
modes as in Figure 1 in the main text. Although the sensitivity to vs and ρ depends on
the spherical harmonic degree, Fig. S1 indicates that kernels for different degrees are not sig-
nificantly different. Kernels for vp do not depend on the spherical harmonic degree and are
therefore not shown.

In Fig. S2 we show the results for both the upper (top) and lower mantle (bottom) from
synthetic tests where we vary how the crust is treated. In the rows titled “CORRECTION”, we
correct the splitting functions using the crustal thickness from model CRUST5.1 (in addition
to surface topography and water level) before performing SOLA inversions. In the rows titled
“NOISE”, the crustal thickness is not included in the crustal corrections, but instead part of
the 3D noise. To do this, we compute the 3D noise arising from crustal thickness uncertainties
in a similar way as explained in Section 3.5: we calculate splitting function predictions for
just the crustal thickness model (no mantle structure), using either model CRUST5.1 (Mooney
et al., 1998), model CRUST2.0 (Laske et al., 2013), or the crustal thickness models developed
with SGLOBE-rani (Chang et al., 2015) and SEMUCB-WM1 (French and Romanowicz, 2014).
The 3D noise of each mode and each coefficient is approximated by the largest predicted value,
which is a conservative estimate. The output maps obtained in both cases look very similar to
each other, with differences in amplitudes less than 5%. This justifies our choice to use crustal
thickness corrections instead of including it in the noise.

Fig. S3 and S4 show the vs perturbations obtained from the application of SOLA to the
cases DATA-N and RAND-N, respectively. As expected, the uncertainties are significantly
lower than we add additional 3D noise (Fig. 4 in the main text), with the relative uncertainty
being between 4.7 and 15.5% for DATA-N and between 3.8 and 14.8% for RAND-N. Apart
from the reduction in the uncertainties, the use of only data or random noise does not lead to
significant differences compared to the map obtained with 3D noise (case 3D-N).

Fig. S5 and S6 show the vp perturbations obtained from the application of SOLA to the
cases DATA-N and RAND-N, respectively. In both cases, the relative uncertainties are always
below 13% and the output maps closely resemble the input model both in terms of pattern
and amplitudes. When 3D noise is added, this changes significantly and we are not able to
recover the pattern and/or the amplitudes of vp in the first three layers. Moreover, in those
layers the relative uncertainties surpass our threshold of 50%. This suggest that the 3D noise
(especially from vs) affects both the model uncertainties and the recovered vp structure strongly.

Fig. S7 presents our values of R in the four layers that span the whole mantle, estimated
by taking the mean of the histograms or from the slope of the best-fitting line. The ratio
increases from the surface to the CMB, in agreement with previous studies, although we would
not interpret the results in the upper mantle (UM) layer as dlnvp amplitudes are biased here
(see Section 4.4 in the main text).

Similarly to Fig. S3, Fig. S8 shows results for vs perturbations in a synthetic test setup, now
using the original data uncertainties rather than doubled uncertainties. A comparison between
the two figures indicates that, while in both cases we obtain satisfying resolving kernels, the
model estimates in Fig. S8 do not resemble the input model at all. This indicates that it is
crucial to increase the data uncertainties to ensure stable inversions.
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(a) 0S26
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(b) 1S14 (c) 9S13
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s=2 s=4 s=6 s=8

Figure S1: Example sensitivity kernels of spheroidal modes for mantle structure at degrees s = 2, 4, 6, 8. We
show the sensitivity to shear-wave velocity (top) and density (bottom), calculated for the anisotropic PREM
model. Similar to Fig. 1 in the main text.
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Figure S2: Influence of crustal structure on the synthetic inversion results for vs perturbations for case 3D-N.
For layers in the upper mantle (top) and in the lowermost mantle (bottom), we show: (a) the target and
resolving kernels (black and red lines, respectively); (b) the filtered input model; (c) the output model estimate;
(d) the output model uncertainties. The crust is either accounted for by crustal corrections (CORRECTION)
or included in the 3D noise (NOISE).
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Figure S3: Synthetic inversion results for vs perturbations with doubled data noise (case DATA-N). Similar to
Fig. 4 in the main text.
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Figure S4: Synthetic inversion results for vs perturbations with random noise (case RAND-N). Similar to Fig. 4
in the main text.
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Figure S5: Synthetic inversion results for vp perturbations with doubled data noise (case DATA-N). Similar to
Fig. 5 in the main text.
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Figure S6: Synthetic inversion results for vp perturbations with random noise (case RAND-N). Similar to Fig. 5
in the main text.
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Figure S7: Estimates of the ratio R = dlnvs/dlnvp for real data inversions for each of the four layers associated
with the resolving kernels in e.g. Fig. 9 in the main text. Here, we illustrate the computation of R as the mean
of the histograms resulting from a point-by-point division (a) and as the slope of the best-fitting straight line
(b). In panels (b) red circles represent pairs of (dlnvp, dlnvs) for points uniformly located on a sphere, blue
lines represent the error bars on both axes. Note that the ratio in the first (upper mantle, UM) layer should
not be interpreted given the synthetic test results in Fig. 5 of the main text.
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Figure S8: Synthetic inversion results for vs perturbations, similar to case DATA-N in Fig. S3, but using the
original published data uncertainties rather than doubled uncertainties.
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